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ABSTRACT 
Satellite images are being used in many fields of research. One of the major issues of these types of images is 

theirresolution.In this correspondence, I propose an image resolution enhancement technique based on interpolation 

of the high frequency subband images obtained by discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and the input image. The edges 

are enhanced by introducing an intermediate stage by using stationary wavelet transform (SWT). DWT is applied in 

order to decompose an input image into different subbands. Then the high frequency subbands as well as the input 

image are interpolated. The estimated high frequency subbands are being modified using high frequency subbands 

obtained through SWT. Then all these subbands are combined to generate a new high resolution image using inverse 

DWT (IDWT). The quantitative and visual results are showing the superiority of the proposed technique over the 

conventional and state-of-art image resolution enhancement techniques. 

 

KEYWORDS: Discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Sationary Wavelet transform (SWT), interpolation, satellite image 

resolution enhancement, wavelet zero padding (WZP). 

 

     INTRODUCTION
RESOLUTION of an image has been always an important issue in many image- and video-processing applications, 

such as video resolution enhancement [2], feature extraction [3], and satellite image resolution enhancement [4]. 

Interpolation in image processing is a method to increase the number of pixels in a digital image. Interpolation has 

been widely used in many image processing applications, such as facial reconstruction [5], multiple description coding 

, and image resolution enhancement . The interpolation-based image resolution enhancement has been used for a long 

time and many interpolation techniques have been developed to increase the quality of this task. There are three well-

known interpolation techniques, namely, nearest neighbor, bilinear, and bicubic. Bicubic interpolation is more 

sophisticated than the other two techniques and produces smoother edges.  

 

 
Fig. 1.1. Block diagram of DWT filter banks of level 1. 
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Fig.1. 2. LL, LH, HL, and HH subbands of a satellite image obtained by using DWT. 

 

Wavelets are also playing a significant role in many imageprocessing applications. The 2-D wavelet decomposition 

of an image is performed by applying the 1-D discrete wavelettransform (DWT) along the rows of the image first, and 

the results are decomposed along the columns. This operation results in four decomposed subband images referred to 

lowlow (LL), low-high (LH), high-low (HL), and high-high (HH). The frequency components of those subbands cover 

the fullfrequency spectrum of the original image. Theoretically, a filter bank shown in Fig. 1.1 should operate on the 

image in order to generate different subband frequency images. Fig. 2 shows different subbands of a satellite image 

where the top left image is the LL subband, and the bottom right image is the HH subband. Image resolution 

enhancement using wavelets is a relatively new subject and recently many new algorithms have been proposed . Carey 

et al. have attempted to estimate  the unknown details of wavelet coefficients in an effort to improve the sharpness of 

the reconstructed images . Their estimation was carried out by investigating the evolution of wavelet transform 

extrema among the same type of subbands. Edges identified by an edge detection algorithm in lower frequency 

subbands were used to prepare a model for estimating edges in higher frequency subbands and only the coefficients 

with significant values were estimated as the evolution of the wavelet coefficients. In many researches, hidden Markov 

has been also implemented in order to estimate the coefficients. 

 

Propose a resolution-enhancement technique using interpolated DWT high-frequency subband images and the input 

low-resolution image. Inverse DWT (IDWT) has been applied to combine all these images to generate the final 

resolution-enhanced image. In order to achieve a sharper image,propose to use an intermediate stage for estimating 

the high frequency subbands by utilizing the difference image obtained by subtracting the input image and its 

interpolated LL subband. The proposed technique has been compared with standard interpolation techniques, wavelet 

zero padding (WZP), where the unknown coefficients in high-frequency subbands are replaced with zeros, and state-

of-art techniques, such as WZP and cyclespinning (CS) , and previously introduced complex wavelet transform 

(CWT)-based image resolution enhancement [4]. It is necessary to recall that in this paper the resolution enhancement 

is used as a process that enlarges the given input in the way that the output is sharper. The performance of the proposed 

technique over performs all available state-of-art methods for image resolution enhancement. The visual and 

quantitative results are given in the results and discussions section. In all steps of the proposed satellite image 

resolution enhancement technique, Daubechies (db.7) wavelet transform as mother wavelet function and bicubic 

interpolation as interpolation technique have been used.  
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DWT-SWT BASED RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT 
 

 
Fig. 2.1. Block diagram of the proposed resolution enhancement algorithm. 

 

Satellite images are being used in many fields of research. One of the major issues of these types of images is their 

resolution. In this work, image resolution technique based on interpolation. In interpolation the bicubic, bilinear and 

wavelet zero padding techniques used. In this correspondence, Propose an image resolution enhancement technique 

based on interpolation of the high frequency sub band images obtained by discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and the 

input image. The edges are enhanced by introducing an intermediate stage by using stationary wavelet transform 

(SWT). DWT is applied in order to decompose an input image into different sub bands. Then the high frequency sub 

bands as well as the input image are interpolated. The estimated high frequency sub bands are being modified using 

high frequency sub bands obtained through SWT. Then all these sub bands are combined to generate a new high 

resolution image using inverse DWT (IDWT). The quantitative and visual results are showing the superiority of the 

proposed technique over the conventional and state-of-art image resolution enhancement techniques. Resolution of an 

image has been always an important issue in many image and video processing applications, such as video resolution 

enhancement, feature extraction, and satellite image resolution enhancement. Interpolation in image processing is a 

method to increase the number of pixels in a digital image. Interpolation has been widely used in many image 

processing applications, such as facial reconstruction. Resolution enhancement is always being associated with the 

interpolation techniques. Interpolation methods increase the intensity of low frequency components.In image 

resolution enhancement by using interpolation the main loss is on its high frequency components (i.e., edges), which 

is due to the smoothing caused by interpolation. In order to increase the quality of the super resolved image, preserving 

the edges is essential. In this work, DWT has been employed in order to preserve the high frequency components of 

the image redundancy and shift invariance of the DWT mean that DWT coefficients are inherently interpolable . In 

this correspondence, one level DWT (with Daubechies 7 as wavelet function) is used to decompose an input image 

into different subband images. Three high frequency subbands (LH, HL, and HH) contain the high frequency 

components of the input image. In the proposed technique, bicubic interpolation with enlargement factor of 2 is applied 

to high frequency subband images. Downsampling in each of the DWT subbands causes information loss in the 

respective subbands. That is why SWT is employed to minimize this loss. The interpolated high frequency subbands 

and the SWT high frequency subbands have the same size which means they can be added with each other. The new 

corrected high frequency subbands can be interpolated further for higher enlargement. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
 

After processing that is preprocessing, bilinear, bicubic, DWT super resolved image and DWT+SWT image display 

and calculated diferent parameter EN, PSNR and RMSE. 

Formulae: 

……………………………………………….(1) 

…………………………….(2) 

……………………….(3) 

……………………………………………(4) 

 

CONCLUSION 
Satellite image resolution enhancement technique based on the interpolationof the high-frequency sub band images 

obtained by DWT and the input image. The proposed technique uses DWT+SWT to decompose an image into 

diferentsub band images, and then the high-frequency sub band images are interpolated. An original image is 

interpolated with half of the interpolation factor used for interpolation of the high-frequency sub band images. 

Afterward, all these images are combined using DWT+SWT to generate a super resolved image. The proposed 
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technique has been tested on several satellite images, where their PSNR and visual results show the superiority of the 

proposed technique over the conventional andstate-of-the-art image resolution enhancement techniques. 
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